


Ebela.in is a new product from the house 
of ABP which has the Bengali market 
leader – Anandabazar.com - the most read 
Bengali news website in India



It was important to position Ebela.in as a 
distinct product from Anandabazar.com to 
attract a new set of users and build a 
different monetisation value proposition



How would Ebela.in be different?



General
News

Segmentation Approach

Demographic 
agnostic

Bengali news - landscape 



We realized there was no clear destination 
for Bengali millennials interested in youth-
centric coverage. 



General
News

Segmentation Approach

Demographic 
agnostic

(Contd.)

Bengali news - landscape 

Youth 
centric



Ebela.in was launched on Dec 21, 2015 as a 
general news website targeted at millennials



The tabloid-ish writing style was a welcome break from the 
other legacy  serious news products.

Regardless of topics, Ebela's voice is edgy and engaging. 

Written in a chatty language, it has developed a distinct 
friendly tone. 
Its fresh, colourful and quirky character is well suited for 
millennials.  

Ebela.in’s distinct character



Ebela.in grew exponentially in the first 
year in terms of reach…



Therefore, the agenda for  

2017 was… 

To cement our position as the go-to hub for 

millennials interested in youth-centric content 

and digital formats... 

… without letting go of the 

growth momentum. 



Strategy 

Early on we realised that millennials have a 
particular fascination for entertainment, music, 
movies etc. So we deliberately used our content in 
that space almost consciously as a device to reel 
our audience in.



The entertainment opportunity 



Studies show vernacular language internet 
user consuming Digital entertainment will 
increase  significantly by 2021.



Prominently featured on the website:

Entertainment is the first section 
on the navigation bar for easy 
navigation from home page



Editorial teams increased the variety and depth 
of Entertainment coverage, addressing the 
overwhelming demand for updates on movies, 
film celebrities, relationships and smart living.



30% More Film & TV 

related content

Content variety 

Videos
Interviews
Hindi entertainment 

Movie 
review 

Upcoming 
Movie update  

TV soap 
gossip  

Photo 
gallery



India is the fastest 
growing market for 

Facebook
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Bengali is the fastest 
growing language for 

Facebook in India

Therefore a relevant social media strategy becomes a key driver to 
reaching and engaging with Bengali millennials



FB Live 

Valentine’s day etc etc

We frequently and consistently ran innovative content 
on social media to reiterate our positioning through 
the entire year…

Increase in videos involving movie centric content

3X increase in FB Lives with 
movie stars

Engaging videos, 
memes and 
slideshows 

Beyond regional films: Interviews with 
Bollywood stars



Marketing Campaigns

FEB 

Bhalobashar shohor

Projapoti Biskut

Durga puja song 

Beyond the 
dream girl 
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To drive engagement and sustain visibility, we ran

four mid-sized campaigns over the course of the year instead of a 
single large one.
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Bhalobashar Shohor Tie-up 

Ebela.in became the first Bengali website to host the 
global premiere of a distinguished Bengali short film. 
The movie had 340 thousand views on YouTube and 
trended between Number six and 12 within the first 
three days of release. It is among the most critically-
acclaimed films this year and has rave reviews from 
leading media houses, film personalities and viewers.

Details of the brand campaign 
available in the supporting media
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Durga Puja Song 

In line with the tradition of launching a Puja song 
for celebrating the festive spirit of Durga puja 
ebela way.  

Our brand communication "Ami amar moto " 
(means "I am like myself ") is the core thought 
behind the song's lyrics. That’s a slogan that 
resonates with millennials. The look and feel of 
the music video is fresh and quirky and featured 
the most popular and the most followed young 
singers and celebrities. The song has been one of the most 

successful, viral puja songs of 2017 with 

almost 4 Million views and shared 
almost 15000 times.
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Details of the brand campaign available in 
the supporting media



One of the most awaited 
movies of the year -
'Projapoti Biskut' partnered 
with Ebela.in as its exclusive 
digital partner. 

Projapoti Biskut Tie-up 3

Details of the brand campaign available in 
the supporting media



Hema Malini Book launch 

Ebela.in was the exclusive digital partner of the legendary 
Hema Malini's book launch in Bengali.

"Beyond The Dream Girl" has been written by the 
well-known journalist, author, and producer Ram Kamal 
Mukherjee. 

11 related article, interviews 1050+ users engaged with the contest

Event was covered by all leading media 
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Details of the brand campaign available in 
the supporting media



Impact



Growth Story 

116%
growth

33%
growth 

30%
growth 

Source –Comscore, FB Analytics 
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Highly engaged audience 

2017 saw higher engagement on the website. 
Engagement level of the Facebook community increased too. 

5.6 times
Higher

66%
growth

40%
growth

Source –Comscore, FB Insights

Dec ‘16

Nov ‘17

Average Minutes per Visitor Average Pages per Visitor FB Page Engagement Rate

Brand 
campaigns 
resulted in 

84.82% growth 
in Direct traffic 

sessions. 



At the end of 2017:

Ebela.in has emerged clearly as the web destination for 

the Bengali users seeking youth centric content

It has become the most-preferred digital partner for 

leading Bengali films and the Entertainment 

community 

The brand campaigns established Ebela.in as the leader 

in its segment and helped us acquire new audiences 

and increase engagement.
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Thank you 


